MAPS Store
maps.org/store

Featuring books, DVDs, art prints, clothing and accessories, historical artifacts, and back issues of the MAPS Bulletin. All proceeds support psychedelic and medical marijuana research and education.

MAPS Hooded Fleece
50/50% organic cotton and recycled polyester blend, made in the USA. Available in dark blue, in limited quantities. Screen printed by hand by Santa Cruz artist Clay Chollar.
$60

MAPS Thermos
20oz. insulated Kleen Kanteen thermos with MAPS logo. Keeps liquids hot for 6 hours and cold for 24 hours.
$30

MAPS T-Shirt
100% organic cotton unisex T-shirt, made in the USA. Available in dark blue, in limited quantities. Screen printed by hand by Santa Cruz artist Clay Chollar.
$30


Fifty numbered 15” x 22” prints, signed by Alex Grey, Sasha Shulgin, and Ann Shulgin are available through the MAPS Store. Nearly half have already sold. Proceeds are split between MAPS’ MDMA-assisted psychotherapy for PTSD research and Alex and Allyson Grey’s Chapel of Sacred Mirrors (COSM), with an honorarium to Ann Shulgin.

$1,500 and up | Now available

The Shulgins and Their Alchemical Angels was featured on the cover of the January 2015 issue of the British Journal of Psychiatry.